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PROIECI: SPACE SIAI ION ill.ffi-:;1trffi:ffi4lil*
mdoperatfng a space station while dealing with schedules, budgets, and public relirtions. Unforeseen

opportunities mdobstacles occur. The user's decisions and their consequences Lre dl woven into the

action of the simulation making each construction unique.

Vou will have to select the proper equip-

I ment, modules, and crew personnel for
each shuttle flight that will best suit the re-

search and development proiect you have

chosen. You will have to take into account

horv various people react with each other

by reading their VITAS which contain vital
information.

Ance you have selected the proper

Lt crew and equipment you will have to

schedule the actual launch and then pilot
the shuttle. If the shuttle does not remain

on course, then it's payloadof satellites and

H equipmentwill be scaffered in space making
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Ance in space, you begin the task of
W assembling the actual space station

using the modules selected. If your design

is efficient and you piloted the shuttle suc-

cessfully, then assembly of the shuttlewill
be quick, thereby allowing you to return to

earth to schedule more flights to continue

building the space station or to work on the

research and development proiects.
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